It follows from Brauer's (generalized) induction theorem that such a pair (H, [) always exists. In this situation m,(c) is the p-part of the Schur index m,(x). Moreover, H is a prelementary group and so we have a "natural" Galois action on its cyclic normal p-complement. Thus H is a candidate for a representation group. (iii) p" divides the order of M n Z(P) and the exponent of P/M.
We shall call (P, f, ,u) a representation group for [A] , associated to (H, [). In case K contains the pth roots of unity, p may be taken as a linear constituent of [,. The function f depends only on the Galois conjugacy class of x (over the rationals).
This has a interesting consequence. Let !P be the rth Adams operation on the character ring for some integer r. If r is prime to exp(G), then V(x): gHx( g') is an irreducible character (see [15, p. 691, or [12] (The cyclic normal p-complement of such a minimal group has square-free order; only those primes q occur for which q -1 is divisible by p and K does not contain the qth roots of unity. Also, the kernel of the Galois action of a Sylow p-subgroup will be in the Frattini subgroup unless p = 2 and Q8 occurs as a central factor.)
Although parts of the theorem are known, for the sake of clarity we shall present a rather complete proof (modulo Brauer's induction theorem and some facts from class field theory). Several applications are included showing that the theorem covers various outstanding results on the Schur index.
Basic references for character theory (Schur indices) are Feit [S] and Serre [ 151. All results on cohomology of groups or number theory or class field theory used in this paper can be found in Cassels-Fr6hlich [3] .
SOME LEMMAS
We need a very special cohomological result whose proof will be based on the following fact which is certainly known (to the experts). (The lemma is trivial in case G is finite cyclic, because then the order of H"(G, M) for n > 1 equals that of the Tate cohomology @(G, M).) Proof: Without loss we may assume that A4 is a p-group for some prime p and so is "uniserial." Let cp be a (standard) n-cocycle of G in M whose cohomology class [q] has maximal order (dividing IMI). For any n-tuple u E G" and any x E G, q"(u) = cp(xux~')x = cp(u)x as G is abelian. Hence By Lemma 1 we know that cp Xp ' is a coboundary. Choose x such that cpo= qhas largest possible order (in the group of n-coboundaries). Since M is serial, there exists u such that N= (q(u)) is the value group of cp. It is easy to see that then No = (cpO(u)) is the value group of cpO. Also, for any integer r, rep(u) generates the value group of rep. We conclude that G centralizes N/N,, and that the order of LEMMA 4. Let G be a finite p-group having a noncyclic normal subgroup P (p prime). Assume every G-invariant abelian subgroup of P is cyclic. Then p = 2 and P is a dihedral, semidihedral or (generalized) quaternion group.
Proof This can be verified on the basis of P. Hall's classification of the p-groups all of whose abelian characteristic subgroups are cyclic [ 11, Satz 111.13 .101. However, it is more convenient to argue directly using induction on IPI. So let M be a maximal G-invariant subgroup of P. Then lP:MI = p, and one of the following two cases must happen:
The structure of p-groups having a cyclic maximal subgroup is well understood. Since Q,(P) is not elementary abelian of order p2, we must have p = 2 and we may exclude the fourth 2-group of this type when IPI > 8.
Case 2. M is a dihedral, semidihedral or quaternion group (p = 2).
Here the centre Z(M) has order 2. As in the proof for Hall's theorem one sees that the Frattini subgroup @(P) of P is cyclic and that C = C,(@(P)) has index 1 or 2 in P. Since IM: @(M)I = 4 and Q(M) E Q(P), either IP: @(P)J = 4 or Q(P) = Q(M). In the first case P has a cyclic maximal subgroup, as desired.
Assume G(P) = d> (M) . If C = P, then Q(P) = Z(M) has order 2. But then P would be an extraspecial group of order 16, which is impossible. Thus C is a proper G-invariant subgroup of P with index 2. If C is noncyclic, the induction hypothesis yields that Q(P) = Z(C) has order 2, and we get the same contradiction. If C is cyclic, then 1 P : @( P)I = 4 and so Q(P) # a(M). We are done. 1
Remark. It is perhaps surprising that the extraspecial 2-groups do not occur. Via the usual interpretation of their outer automorphism groups as orthogonal groups, the lemma tells us that the Sylow 2-subgroups of 0'(2n, 2) always fix a nonzero totally singular subspace. Of course, this can be verified directly.
p&LEMENTARY

GROUPS
Usually these groups are defined with regard to some underlying group (as K-elementary subgroups with respect to the prime p). For our purpose the following definition is appropriate: A semidirect product H= PY of a cyclic P-group Y by a p-group P is p=elementary if for any faithful linear character 1 of Y the trace character Tr K,I.j,K(IZ) is P-invariant. Using that field automorphisms can be extended to Galois extensions, one sees that this agrees with the usual definition (cf. Serre [ 15, p. 971) .
Of course, ;1 may be replaced here by any other faithful linear character of Y. To any x E P there exists a unique element (T, in Gal(K(A)/K) such that Lx,, = 1.
(By definition, n-yy)=l(y"-')=I(xyx-') and AUr( y) = A( y)"x for y E Y.) The map XH cr is a homomorphism P -+ Gal(K(A)/K), independent of the choice of 2, which defines the "Kaction" of P on Y.
It is immediate from this that subgroups and quotient groups of PET elementary groups are p=elementary! (This seems to be at least questionable in Yamada [18] .) It is trivial that p=elementary groups are p,-elementary for all sublields k of K. (a) We may assume that Y is a q-group for some prime q (Zp). Let 2, = 2 rO. To every x E P there exists a unique rrO E Gal(F(&)/F) such that 1x*0 = 1 0 o. This co is a p-element. There is a unique p-element cr E Gal(F(A)/F) lifting co (as p # q). By uniqueness 2"" = A, as desired.
(b) Let E be the fixed field of P on K(i A p=elementary group H = PY is p-elementary tf K contains the qth roots of unity for all primes q dividing 1 YI for which q -1 is divisible by p.
F-PRIMITIVE CHARACTERS
The notion of an F-primitive character is due to Roquette [ 141 (see also [ 131) . For convenience we collect some (known) facts to be used later. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM
We begin by proving the existence of a p,-reduction for (G, Serre [ 151) . Multiply this identity with x and take then the scalar product with x. Using Frobenius reciprocity we obtain r= (rx, x> =C r,<xH,Oi, xH,).
Hence p does not divide ( xH,fIi, xH,) for some i, say for i = 0. Since K(X) = K and since 8, is a K-character, xHOOO is a sum of trace characters over K. There is an (absolutely) irreducible constituent lo of ~~~0~ such that (* 1 (TrK,IOjjK (LA xlrcl) = CNId:KI<I,, xHo) f 0 mod P. Now let fi be a subgroup of H, minimal subject to having a character g such that co = i'"D and K(r) G K([,). Then fi is still p=elementary and r is K(r)-primitive. Also, condition (*) (with H,, co replaced by A, i) holds by Frobenius reciprocity. Set finally H= fi/ker(r) and view [ = r as a (faithful) character of H. Then (H, i) is a p,-reduction for (G, x).
Proof of(i).
Let (H, [) be an (arbitrary) p,reduction for (G, x). Write H= PY where Y is the cyclic normal p-complement and P is a Sylow psubgroup of H. Let L, be the largest subfield of K, ,, ( = field obtained from K by adjoining the 1 Ylth roots of unity) with p-power degree over K.
Let J'= K(c). Since [F:K] is prime to p, H is prelementary by Proposition 1. From Proposition 2 it follows that restriction to LO of the Galois F-action of P gives an epimorphism P -++ Gal(L,/K) with kernel M, = C,( Y). Hence P/M, E Gal( L,/K).
By the structure of H it is clear that M, = O,(H). The P-invariant subgroups of M, are precisely the normal subgroups of H contained in MO.
Application of Proposition 2(a) and Lemma 4 yields that M, is either cyclic or p = 2 and M,, is a dihedral, semidihedral or quaternion group.
Assume the latter (exceptional) situation. Choose a cyclic P-invariant subgroup Z= (z) of M, with order 4. This Z is unique unless M, is a quaternion group of order 8 and P is a central product with M0 as a factor. Since Z(M,) has order 2, 1 P: C,(Z)1 = 2 and M = C,( YZ) = C,(Z) n M, is a cyclic maximal subgroup of M,. Clearly N= MY is a cyclic normal subgroup of H. Let I be a linear constituent of [,,,. By Proposition 2, A is faithful. Hence n(z) = f n.
Assume &l E Lo. Since L, c K(1 y) and M, is the kernel of the K-action of P on Y, this would imply that z is cen-
is a proper extension of LO. We may lift the given action in a unique way to an epimorphism P +-+ Gal(L/K) such that C,(Z) fixes fi.
From (iii) it will follow that a < 1 in the exceptional case. This will not affect our further considerations.
Proof of (ii). Define L = L, and M = C,( Y) in the nonexceptional case. Then, at any rate, we have an isomorphism f: Gal(L/K) r P/M inverse to the one induced by the Galois action of P. Write r= Gal(L/K). We shall sometimes identify f with Gal(LF/F).
As above, let N= MY and let A be a linear constituent of iN. By construction C,(N) = N is cyclic and H/N2 P/M is abelian. From Proposition 2 it follows that H/NzGal(F(A)/F).
We conclude that 
Since LJE, is unramitied, the image of [A] , in H'(L,/E,) is zero. We conclude that p" divides the exponent of H2(EJK,). (This is a cyclic group of order [E,:K,], but we do not need that.) Of course, Gal( E,/K,) is a cyclic group (of order dividing q -1). On the other hand, Gal(E,/K,) is the decomposition group of u within E and so is a section of r. By a standard result on cohomology of finite groups, the exponent of H'(E,/K,) divides the order of Gal(E,/K,). Hence pa divides ev(O. I
PROOF OF THE COROLLARY
Basically the relevant argument has been already given above. Choose an integer r prime to n = exp(G). Let z be the element of Gal(Q,/Q) mapping a primitive nth root of unity to its rth power. Then (see [ 15, p. 951) . Now fix a prime p and let (P, S, cl) be a representation group associated to some pKreduction (H, <) for (G, x). Then (H, [') is a p=reduction for (G, x') and (P, f, p') is the associated representation group. The induced map on cohomology is Principle we may investigate the Schur index m,(x) by passing to the various completions. A detailed discussion of cyclotomic algebras over local fields can be found in Yamada [ 181. We describe here merely the behaviour of representation groups (resp. p=reductions).
Let us fix a prime p and a p=reduction (H, [) for (G, 1). Assume notation as in the theorem. Let further denote r=Gal(L/K).
For any valuation u of K, let K, be its completion and L, = LK,. Recall that f I/ = Gal (LJK,) is (isomorphic to) the decomposition group of any valuation of L lying over u. It remains to show that i, is F,-primitive. Let i, = [p for some character lo of some subgroup HO of H,. Since i,( 1) is a power of p, we must have H, = P, Y for some subgroup P, c P,. Replacing I by some conjugate, if necessary, we may conclude that co = E,Ho and that F, ([,) is the fixed field under P,. Therefore F,([,) = F, only when H, = H,. 1
In particular, (P,, fr,, p) is a representation group for [A(x, K,)],.
SOME APPLICATIONS
The theorem covers and explains various results on the Schur index. We give some typical examples. Whenever it makes sense, the notation of the theorem will be assumed.
(Roquette).
Suppose G is a p-group for some prime p.
Then m,(X) = 1 unless p = 2 and -1 is not a sum of 2 squares in K.
Proof : We have m,(X) = m,(X)p here. Let (H, [) be a p=reduction for (G, x). By the theorem either P = H is cyclic or p = 2 and P is a dihedral, semidihedral or quaternion group, and L = K4 is a proper extension of K. Dihedral 'and semidihedral groups split over their cyclic maximal subgroups. Thus m,(X) = 1 unless P is a quaternion group and -1 (generating the image of a suitable factor set) is not a norm in K,/K. 1 APPLICATION 2 (Fong-Solomon). where L c K,,, , and p" divides (M n Z(P) j and exp( P/M). There must be a prime divisor q of 1 YI such that p" divides [K,: K] . Noting that Mc C,(Y) is cyclic, we find an element of order p"q in H, hence also in G. 1 APPLICATION 
(Goldschmidt-Isaacs).
Assume the Sylow p-subgroup of Gal(K,,/K) is cyclic (n = exp(G)). Then m,(X)p = 1 unless p = 2 and -1 is not a sum of 2 squares in K.
Proof: Let (P, A ,u) be a representation group associated to some pK reduction for (G, x). Since P/M is an epimorphic image of Gal(KJK), it is cyclic. In the exceptional case (for p = 2) this is only possible when P= C,(Y) is a quaternion group of order 8. This has been already handled. So assume that M= C,(Y), L c K,,, . Replacing P by a cyclic subgroup covering P/M, if necessary, we may assume that P itself is cyclic.
We may further assume that p is nontrivial and injective. Since M is central in P now, this implies that K contains the lM[th roots of unity. Let E be a primitive 1 Pith root of unity. The Schur index over the reals can be computed, at least in theory, by means of the Frobenius-Schur count. It certainly could be used to establish the reverse direction in the preceding application. Note that several results in Gow [9] (e.g., Theorems 2.5 and 4.5) become obvious now.
It is an immediate consequence of the theorem that rn,(~)~ is a divisor of IG( and that m,(x) divides exp(G) (Fein-Yamada) . It also covers the main result in Benard-Schacher [2] ; we discussed this already in the course of the proof. This is the basis for our final APPLICATION 
(Solomon-Feit).
Ifrn,(~)~ = p" for some prime p, then 2 belongs to a p-block of G with defect >a.
Proof : We know that KzQ(x) contains the p"th roots of unity. Assume first that p" > 2. Then there is an element g E G such that x(g) # 0 and that the p-part g,, has order divisible by pa. By a theorem of Green 
